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(a) alternative phenotypes available
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(b) only a single phenotype per genotype
Figure 3: A population with the capacity to support alternative phenotypes compared against a population that cannot. The
population in frame (a) is far more successful in handling the rapidly varying environment than the population in frame (b)
that polyphenism does not evolve in a ﬁxed environment.
Although we note that some drift is possible in the number
of environment-sensitivegenes: when stably in environment
1, an environment switch set to 1 will have the same effect
onthephenotypicexpressionas thatlocusbeingset to0(and
equivalentlyfor environment2). It is also worth considering
the selection pressures on genes set to be expressed in en-
vironment 2 when it is ﬁxed in environment 1. Although
any such genes will not be expressed and thus cannot have
a negative impact on the phenotype, there is nevertheless a
cost to maintaining this gene. There is no pressure to main-
tain such a gene, and so we should expect these genes to be
purged. Figure 2 does not show the values independently,
but we can report that in experiment 2 all environmentally-
cued genes match their respective environments (barring for
a single generation in one anomalous result).
When considering the conditions in experiment 3, the
population initially contains genotypes with low ﬁtness to
either environment. However, selection favours genotypes
that express phenotypic traits that can contribute to high
ﬁtness in both environments, such that the population will
moveto a portionof the ﬁtness landscapethat overlaps. This
can only be the case when the environments share a signif-
icant portion of their structure — and the target functions
chosen by Kashtan and Alon have exactly this property.
There are sets of genes that co-occur due to the environ-
mental cuing, and these sets are buffered from one another,
forming an interesting parallel to evolutionary computing.
A problem often faced in evolutionary algorithms, known
as premature convergence, is when population diversity is
lost rapidly. This can lead to the population converging on
low ﬁtness optima, and attempts to alleviate this are known
as diversity maintenance (see Singh and Deb, 2006). These
typically restrict the competition between individuals such
that portions of the population can focus on different parts
of the ﬁtness landscape. The condition-sensitive portions
of a genome could potentially inspire a new diversity main-
tenance technique. Because one set of genes will only be
expressed when in an environment that is advantageous for
that particular phenotype, direct competition between alter-
natives is avoided.
A study into evolvability by Earl and Deem (2004) uses a
‘DNA swap’ mechanism that makes large, but non-random
genetic changes in addition to small-scale changes by mu-
tation. The DNA swap involves the substitution of genetic
material for a particular genetic subdomain from a pool of
low-energyalternativesforthatsubdomain. Thiscanbecon-
sidered as a form of diversity maintenance: the pools con-
tain many different options to be swapped in and the alter-
native selected for the current environment,restricting com-
petition being restricted to the subdomain(contrast this with
thebufferingprovidedbyenvironmentallysensitivegeneex-
pression to a subset of genetic material in a single individ-
ual). Theyalso investigatethe suitability ofeach mechanism
across a range of rates of environmental change, and ﬁnd
that large-scale variation is favoured increasingly in rapidly
varying environments, further supporting the position that
mutation alone is inadequate to cope with unstable condi-
tions.
The exploration of a buffering-driven diversity mainte-
nance mechanism for evolutionary computing is outside the
scope of the current body of work, but considering condi-
tion sensitive switching in this light may help us to better
understand the types of environment that it may prove ad-
vantageous within.
In ourmodel all genes have the potential to be conditional
on environmental cues, and this in principle allows several
different conﬁgurations:
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